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î ÂMW: ±òÏ ßÂ±KéÂ, •Kant’s Theory of Ethics (Tran.

by Abbott) 6th Ed. p.6



 



 
 [“For as actions

are objects of our moral sentiment, so far
only as they are indications of ther internal
character, passions and affections, it is
impossible that thay can give rise either to
praise or blame, where they proceed not
from these principles, but are derived alto-
gether from external objects”,--Human’s
Inquiry concerning Human Understanding,
Section III, Part II (P. 368 of Hume’s Essay,

the World Library Edition.)]
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which makes him will so to do, when it

makes no difference in the act, makes none

in the morality” Mill’s Utlitarianism P. 27.
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